
 

DR. Jean Team Meeting Minutes 

Date: 11th February 2014  

Time: 12 PM 

Venue: UPL Lab 

Attendees: 1. Agurz Gary Leong (Project Manager) 
2. Denise Wong (Deputy Project Manager/UX Developer) 
3. Nicholas Li (Business Analyst) 
4. Rafael Loh (UI Developer) 
5. Eleazar Lim (Lead Developer) 
6. Janan Tan (Lead Developer) 

Agenda: 1. Mentor Meeting 
2. Marketing Campaign 
3. Changing of URL 

 

Discussion Details 

Mentor meeting Meeting with Tuomas on 13/02/2014 6.30PM @ SMU Pasta Mania. 
 
Meeting with Virginia on 25/02/2014, 10am @ Admin Building. 

Marketing Campaign Marcus: Sqkii to go live on 16th February. Launch time: 5.30am- 7.30am (most 

optimal timing 大做大发) / 5.30pm – 7.30pm (next most optimal timing 小做

小发). What it means by launch, is to just make sure that the application is 
live (beta users can log in, our users can log in later, like on following date 
17/2/2014 etc) 
 
200 hundred users will be able to reserve their names based on the 
marketing campaign on Sqkii facebook. 
 
300 hundred users will be able to register their account on the 17 Feb. 100 
from SMU and the rest will be coming NTU.  
 
Summary and important timings: 
App goes live: 16/2/2014 00:00AM 
App launch: 17/2/2014 00:00AM 
 
Marcus and Kenny want something on the landing page that is very intuitive 
for the user to click on and be brought to the app page. 

Changing of url App url: www.app.sqkii.com 
Landing page: ad.sqkii.com 
 
Marcus’s take on this is that he thinks this is more straightforward for the 
user, since they will be using the app more often that the landing page. 
 
Debatable – needs team’s consensus. 

 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

http://www.app.sqkii.com/


 
 Kill switch for advertiser platform Janan 11 Feb 14 23:59 

 Collect 100 marketing envelopes 
from Marcus  

Agurz 13 Feb 14  

 Ensure database is well and 
running for launch. 

Janan 11 Feb 14 

 Front-end validation/ back-end 
validation (Check through all 
platforms) 

Nicholas Li  

 Change notification to image id 
instead of image url. 

Nicholas Li 11 Feb 14 

 Footer/Header don’t include 
header.jsp or footer.jsp, choose to 
import only required libraries so 
that it won’t be computationally 
intensive. 

Eleazar  24 Feb 14 

 Distribute the 100 marketing 
collaterals to group members. 
Pass to influential friends. 

All 21 Feb 14 

 Thumbnail logo for app. So user 
saving the webpage can see Sqkii 
logo on their desktop when they 
save webpage shortcut 

Eleazar 21 Feb 14 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 2.45pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

Next meeting will be scheduled on 13 Feb 14, 3pm. 

Prepared by, 

Nicholas Li 

Vetted and edited by, 

Agurz Gary Leong 


